
E-mail from Nancy & Chip Malcolm on Parker Driveway 

From: Nancy Malcolm <nanjune49@gmail.com> 
Date: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 2:16 PM 
To: Brian Carpenter <brian@champlainvalleyequipment.com> 
Cc: Chip Malcolm <drjamesmalcolm3@hotmail.com> 
Subject: thanks 

 Brian--Thank you for taking the time to talk with us about the Parker land driveway.  As we said, we have 
nothing against the project nor are we affected directly by it.  Our concerns are in the "bigger picture" 
category, especially from a planning point of view.   

 These  include the mixed message of "giving-up" the road at the Select Board  meeting concerning the 
John Reynolds property access.  At that meeting, when we did not object to John Reynolds accessing his 
land through our land, the Select Board specifically referenced safety as the concern (for both ends of the 
road).  It is most bothersome that there is a lack of reporting  in the minutes about the safety concerns 
that were stated at the Select Board meeting.  Nor was there any mention at the SB meeting, in our 
recollection, about the costs of the upgrades that would have been necessary to bring the class 4 road up 
to standards that ultimately led to the purchasing of the property ($30,000) at the Select Board meeting 
and therefore, also not in the minutes.   It was not until my conversation with John Tenny (SB Chair at the 
time) just a few weeks ago did we hear it was for costs of the road that they gave-up the road.  While it 
makes sense, you can understand our concerns for lack of consistency on the part of the town with 
precedence that we personally experienced and for transparency.  As a point of reference, this is not the 
first time that we have experienced town board inconsistencies with rulings on abutting property to our 
property.  In particular was the ruling in the  Peterson Heights PUD that would have added multiple units 
to a finalized recently approved PUD.  Ancient history but relevant for us. 

 Another concern is the safety of the road with the increased traffic:  vehicular, pedestrian, and 
bicycles.  This has increased in our time of living in our house for 47 years.  We personally can be counted 
among the pedestrians that walk along this stretch of road  and literally take our lives in our hands when 
we do so.  The speed limit changes west of our house from 25 to 35.  These limits are regularly 
exceeded.  Cars approaching town have poor visibility going around the curve and there is nowhere for 
pedestrians/bikes to go. 

 On an "always looking for an opportunity note" I would like to formally mention the idea of a trail that 
would connect the TAM Washington St Ext Parking Lot that could extend to Happy Valley Rd/Painter Rd 
intersection and/or a spur to the end of Ellen Drive to access other paths that exist up Chipman Hill.  This 
would address the safety issue for the walkers and bikers on that stretch of Washington St Ext.  It would 
also enhance the already steady use of the TAM.  In addition to school children riding bike and bike riders, 
tour groups, and college teams jogging on Washington St Ext,  many of the people who walk on the road 
live in the Painter Hills Development,  (The Painter Hills residents often access the TAM through our 
private land.)  This trail idea of looping behind "Bushey's Corner"  was originally floated at a Planning 
Commission meeting years ago.   This wish list item was shelved because of more pressing needs for 
financing.   As you mentioned, safety could enhance grant possibilities for the Town to build such a trail. 

  



Please do not hesitate to contact us for further clarifications.  

  

Nancy and Chip Malcolm 

 


